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Negotiation and organization of tenders for
your purchases of gas and electricity on free
energy markets
Locations

Presentation of the service
Thanks to their knowledge of the opportunities and risks on free energy markets and
their specialized experience in competition between gas and electricity suppliers,

 Head Office

Zelya Energy's experts can provide support for major European consumers of gas and

ZELYA

electricity by organizing tenders designed to reduce their energy costs over the long

Avenue Pontremoli

term and ensure the security and reliability of their supplies.

Immeuble F4
Nice LA Plaine 1
O6200 – NICE

Zelya Energy proposes:


to perform a detailed analysis of your current and future energy consumption
and invoices

 Paris Office



to detect opportunities and risks on liberalized markets for your supplies and
the best moment to change

ZELYA Energy
4, rue Saint Florentin



to write up and launch a call for tenders to meet your specific needs

75001 – PARIS



to provide support throughout the tender process, from evaluating suppli er
offers to finalization and signature of your new contracts

 Milan Office
ZELYA Energy
Via Camillo Hajech 16
MILANO 20129
ITALIA

Call for tenders
•Contracts
•Consumption
•Information on market
trends

•Definition of criteria
•Launch date
•Consultation

Preliminary
analysis

•Comparative analysis
•Selection of suppliers
•Finalization of new
contracts

Selection of
the best offer

Our method 
Zelya Energy performs a precise diagnostic of your specific needs and their coverage
by your contracts, evaluates the pros and cons of changing to a liberalized market,
depending on its specific mechanisms.
Our experts help you define your criteria (costs, security, flexibility, etc) and
determine whether the conditions are favorable to change over to a free market
and/or renegotiate your current contracts.
Finally, Zelya Energy helps you organize your call for tenders, from writing up the
terms to finalization of all the new contracts, after a comparative analysis of the
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offers and selection of the best supplier.
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